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Jack Chambers’ research on ‘vernacular universals’ (e.g. 2000, 2003, 2004) has 
highlighted the fact that sociolinguistic dialectology hasn’t really fully contributed to 
the debate on typology and language universals, but that it should, and that it has a 
wealth of evidence at its disposal to do so. Rather than restricting our vision to our 
own speech communities, he says, we should be more prepared to ‘expand the 
domain of enquiry across national borders…and especially across language borders’ 
(2000: 11) and to seek out and explore variables which ‘have universal, cross-
linguistic counterparts, identifiable with structurally equivalent linguistic constraints 
in language after language’ (2000: 13). As a first step in this endeavour, Chambers  
                                                 
1 We’d like to thank the audience at the Workshop on World Englishes: Vernacular 
Universals vs. Contact-Induced Change, Mekrijärvi Research Station, Joensuu University, 
Finland for their comments on an early oral presentation of the work presented here. We’d 
also like to thank the following people who read an earlier draft of the paper and provided 
us with extremely helpful comments: Paul Foulkes, Barry Heselwood, Caroline Newton, 
Erik Thomas, Dick Hudson, Christian Uffmann, Raj Mesthrie and Bill Wells.  
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highlights a number of features which appear to be used in many varieties across the 
Anglophone world (these include alveolar nasals being used in unstressed -ing; 
consonant cluster simplification and multiple negation) and which cannot possibly be 
linked through diffusion from one common source. He suggests that these forms are 
most likely to be found in child language, interlanguage, pidgins and creoles and in 
working class vernaculars, that they tend to be suppressed in standard varieties and 
that they ‘appear to be natural outgrowths…of the language faculty, that is the 
species-specific bioprogram that allows (indeed, requires) normal human beings to 
become homo loquens’ (2004: 128).  
 
In his most detailed account of vernacular universals to date, Chambers 
(2004) suggests that contact and ‘worldliness’ militate against the preservation of 
such universals – “put simply, the more urban and mobile the social setting, the 
more standard the speech” (2004: 137). To support this claim, he contrasts, for one 
vernacular universal – the use of WAS for standard WERE as past tense BE forms – 
(i) older speakers on Tristan da Cunha, a long isolated remote island of the South 
Atlantic, (ii) the Fens in England and Anniston in the US, both at the heart of large 
rural areas, and (iii) York (England) and Sydney (Australia), ‘large cities in highly 
urbanized regions’ (2004: 138). Tristan da Cunha shows most use of non-standard 
WAS, and the larger cities the least, with the Fens and Anniston in between, 
showing a correlation between ‘urban complexity’ (2004: 138) and avoidance of the 
vernacular universal.  
 
In this article, we argue that contact (which, after all, was central to the 
genesis of contemporary Tristan da Cunha (Schreier 2003) and Fenland (Britain 
1997, 2002) Englishes), rather than being viewed as antithetical to the use of 
linguistic forms that are used widely across unrelated dialects of English, should in 
fact (sometimes, at least) be seen as a generator of them. Pidgins and creoles, 
suggested by Chambers as one of the sites of vernacular universals, are, of course, 
contact varieties par excellence, and so perhaps we should expect to find common 
forms emerging where we find (heavy) contact in language generally, especially 
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where the standard language has had little influence in the development of the 
variety. And of course it is not unusual in the literature to find connections between 
language contact, child and second language acquisition and the appearance of forms 
that are considered widespread, unmarked and even universal (see, for example, 
DeGraff 1999).  
 
We examine here the example of how varieties of English traditionally 
resolve vowel-vowel hiatus. We highlight changes afoot in the hiatus breaking 
system, most notably in varieties that have undergone heavy socio-cultural and 
language contact. These changes appear to be moving the language towards a 
levelled system that is shared not just by extremely diverse (and demographically 
unconnected) varieties of English, but, it seems, by language(s) more generally. 
 
 
Hiatus resolution in traditional vernacular English accents 
 
Vernacular varieties of English have a complex system of resolving vowel-vowel 
hiatus2. Most have a range of strategies at their disposal, strategies which are 
determined by a range of linguistic contextual factors (such as the quality of the first 
vowel and the grammatical status of the lexical item containing that first vowel), 
which, as we will see, are often the result of relics and residues of (often 
unconnected) historical processes that have been underway in the varieties in 
question for centuries. There has been very little empirical investigation of these 
strategies, however, and most research which has been carried out has considered 
just one of the hiatus resolving mechanisms rather than viewing them as a global 
system (though see Stene 1954 for an early overview). We begin, therefore, by 
                                                 
2 Most varieties of English do insert some consonantal element between two vowels in 
these contexts. We are grateful to Peter Trudgill for drawing our attention to an apparent 
lack of such an element in parts of the North and Mid-West of the USA. It would be 
interesting if such varieties were investigated acoustically to observe the phonetic transition 
between the vowels there. 
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outlining the different components of the hiatus resolution system in vernacular 
accents of English before examining evidence that this system is undergoing change, 
and speculating about what may be triggering that change. 
 
In contexts of V [+high] # V, such as in (1) and (2) below, the literature 
mostly uncontroversially accepts that a glide – either [w] if the high vowel is back 
and/or rounded or [j] if it is unrounded and front – eases the transition from vowel 
to vowel. Cruttenden (2001: 289) calls this “intrusive [j w]” (see also Thomas 2001: 
54-55): 
 
(1) Go inside  [unsd] 
(2) Jelly and ice-cream [dlinskim] 
 
Harris (1994: 104) argues that ‘the hiatus glide can be straightforwardly 
explained as the spreading of an element from the first nucleus into the vacant 
onset’. Heselwood (2006: 80) considers these segments to be “low-level articulatory 
transitional phenomena”, unlike other hiatus resolving phenomena such as linking 
and intrusive [r] (see below). As we will see, this distinction has consequences not 
only for the acquisition of the hiatus resolution system, but also for the route along 
which the system appears to be currently changing. 
 
In contexts of V [-high] # V, such as in (3)-(9) below, most non-rhotic 
vernacular varieties of English insert [r]. This phenomenon is often called linking [r] 
(if the first vowel is the consequence of the historical loss of rhoticity) (as in (3)-(5) 
below) or intrusive [r] (if there are no etymological traces of <r> in the word) (as in 
6-8 below). Intrusive [r] can occur after /  / in non-rhotic accents of English, but 
also in other contexts in some non-standard varieties, for example, /au/ realised as a 
non-high long monophthong [æ   ] (e.g. in London (Wells 1982) and the East 
Anglian Fens (Britain 1991, 2003)) can trigger intrusive [r] before a following vowel 
(see (9) below): 
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(3) cider apple   [sad  æp¬] 
(4) far away   [f  w] 
(5) more apples   [m  æp¬z] 
(6) vodka and tonic   [vdk  ntnk] 
(7) awe inspiring   [  nspa] 
(8)       keep the window open          [kipwnd  upn] (non-standard Southern 
British English) 
(9) now and then   [n  ën ∂èn] (East Anglian Fens) 
 
The phonological status of intrusive and linking [r] has been subject to a very 
vigorous debate in the theoretical phonological literature (e.g. Halle and Idsardi 
1997, McCarthy 1993, 1999, McMahon 2000, Orgun 2001, Sebregts 2001, Uffmann 
2007a, 2007b, Vennemann 1972), but there has been little empirical investigation 
into the frequency of its occurrence, its exact phonetic quality or the linguistic 
constraints that encourage or discourage its use (see Bauer 1984, Foulkes 1997, Hay 
and Sudbury 2005, Heselwood 2006 for salient exceptions to this).  
 
One context in which intrusive [r] is not found, except occasionally in early 
child language, is after the word ‘the’. The definite article is one of three contexts 
(along with the indefinite article and a group of often unstressed small function 
words – see below) where allomorphy can be triggered to help resolve hiatus – 
different forms are found before vowels than before consonants. In the case of the 
definite article, preconsonantal // alternates with prevocalic /i/3 as in (10-11) 
below, with the high front vowel of the prevocalic allomorph triggering an intrusive 
[] before the following vowel: 
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(10) the pear [ p] 
(11) the apple [iæp¬] 
 
What is today the definite article was, at an earlier stage of English, a 
demonstrative pronoun. Over time, it lost its demonstrative function and became a 
marker of definiteness. The present-day /∂ë/ pronunciation was derived from /∂i/ via 
a process of vowel reduction and has become grammaticalised in most modern 
vernacular varieties of English before consonant initial but not vowel initial words 
(Raymond, Fisher and Healy 2002). The prevocalic form represents relative 
conservatism, therefore, possibly in order to avoid the hiatus that would result were 
it to continue on the same track as preconsonatal /∂ë/4.  
 
A more unusual and (today) isolate form of hiatus resolution through 
allomorphy can be found in the indefinite article system, where a [] is used 
preconsonantally but an epenthetic [n] leads to an [n] in prevocalic contexts, as in 
(12) and (13) below: 
                                                                                                                                           
3 In addition, the prevocalic pronunciation /∂i:/ has been noted in preconsonantal position 
when it is stressed or used for emphasis as in ‘this is the (/∂i…/) hairstyle of the season’ or 
when it is used to signal problems in speech production (Fox Tree and Clark 1997). 
4 We are aware, of course, that there exist other forms of (non-standard) allomorphy in the 
definite article system in some varieties of English. Many northern English varieties exhibit 
definite article reduction (DAR) where <the> is reduced to an alveolar or glottal stop (Beal 
2004, Jones 1999, 2002, Rupp and Page-Verhoeff 2005) and Viereck (1995) reports that 
traditional varieties of South-West England, part of East Anglia and the north also delete the 
vocalic element but retain an interdental consonant (e.g. ‘in th’oven). What is interesting 
about both of these forms is that they conform to a subtle rule-governed system of hiatus 
avoidance. As Jones (2002) points out, ‘the reduced articles of DAR are always vowel-less’ 
and so by dropping the vowel in the definite article, the pronunciation eradicates the need 
to resolve hiatus when DAR is prevocalic.  
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(12)  a pear  [ p] 
(13)  an apple [n æp¬] 
 
This is the only hiatus breaking element in English which is represented in the 
written form. The forms a  and an are both derived from the Old English numeral 
an, equivalent to modern ‘one’, through a process of grammaticalisation (Hopper 
and Traugott 1993). The form an as an indefinite article lost its final /n/ in 
preconsonantal position, resulting in the distribution of a and an in Standard Modern 
English. This alternation is, as with the definite article allomorphy, somewhat of a 
historical fossil and parallels other cases found in Middle English. These include such 
alternations as my/mine, thy/thine and no/none, where the shorter form was originally 
used before consonants and the longer <n> retaining form was used before vowels 
(and phrase finally) so that my book but mine eyes exemplify earlier usage. The 
distribution of these pairs then ultimately came to be determined not by the nature 
of the following segment but simply by whether it was final (or absolute) or not 
(Stene 1954:56). 
 
The final context in which allomorphy is triggered in order to avoid hiatus is 
a group of small, usually unstressed function words which include to, my, I, by, of, you. 
These words often, when unstressed and in preconsonantal position, end in a non-
high vowel, as in (14-18) below: 
 
(14) go to London   [u t lndn] 
(15) blown down by the wind   [blun dan b  wnd] 
(16) he can help you lift it  [hi kn h¬p j lft ] 
(17) get my bag   [ m bæ] 
(18) I went home   [ wn hum] 
(19)  cup of tea   [kp  ti] 
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but, in many varieties, when in prevocalic position, they have allomorphs which are 
high-vowel final, in order to trigger an intrusive [] or [], as in (14a-18a) (of 
provides an interesting case where [v] blocks hiatus in prevocalic positions – see 19 
and 19a5)6: 
 
(14a) go to Ipswich    [u tu pswt] 
(15a) blown down by a tornado [blun dan ba  tndu] 
(16a)  he can help you eat it  [hi kn h¬p ju it ] 
(17a)  get my apron    [ mi prn] 
(18a) I ate at home   [a t  hum] 
(19a) cup of Earl Grey    [kp v ¬ ] 
 
A few varieties, notably ones which have been resolutely non-rhotic for a 
considerable period, can break hiatus in some of these small function words in a 
different way, using intrusive [r] – (14b-16b). 
 
(14b) go to Ipswich    [u t pswt] 
(15b) hit by a bus   [h b  bs] 
(16b) he can help you eat it  [hi kn h¬p
                                                
 j it ] 
 
 
5 Of, in this sense, appears to be behaving similarly to the indefinite article. In both cases, the 
vowel is reduced, and in both cases the following consonant, appearing only in prevocalic 
position, represents a historically prior, less lenited form than that used in the more 
frequently occurring pre-consonantal position.  
6 Jurafsky, Bell, Fosler-Lussier, Girand and Raymond (1998) provide evidence of the 
robustness of this allomorphy in the American English Switchboard corpus (see also Bell, 
Jurafsky, Fosler-Lussier, Girand, Gregory and Gildea 2003).  
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So vernacular Englishes have a complex hiatus breaking system, involving [  
 n v] in different but sometimes overlapping linguistic contexts, often facilitated by 




Evidence of change in the hiatus resolution system 
 
Perhaps not too surprisingly given its complexity, however, the system described 
above is undergoing reorganisation in some varieties of English. Evidence for this 
reorganisation is quite patchy, and, like hiatus resolution itself, is very rarely 
presented for the system as a whole. We therefore draw together here the 
evidence from across the hiatus breaking system, before presenting a holistic analysis 
comparing rural adolescent Fenland English and the traditional Cockney London 
English of older speakers - varieties which retain the traditional system almost totally 
intact - with adolescents from the East End of London where radical reorganisation 
is in progress.  
 
Variable lack of allomorphy in the article system has caught the attention of a 
number of scholars, though few have conducted detailed empirical investigations nor 
explained how hiatus is resolved in such contexts. Wright (1905: 71) claimed that 
‘few dialects follow the rule of the literary language according to which ‘an’ is used 
before a vowel’ and across traditional regional varieties of English in England there is 
some evidence to support this view. Ojanen’s (1982) research on traditional dialects 
of Southern Cambridgeshire in the East of England provides example (20) below:  
 
(20) ‘when we went in there…in that cottage, there’d be a old chap (Ojanen 
1982: 186) 
 
and she adds that ‘the indefinite article 'a' is commonly used instead of the Standard 
English 'an'’ (1982: 186fn). Staying in the East, both Peitsara (1996) and Claxton 
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(1954) find a lack of allomorphy for the definite article in Suffolk and Britain (2003) 
finds a + vowel used by a speaker of Gypsy ethnicity in the Fens (21) 
 
(21) ‘there’s a agency in the local pub’ (Britain 2003: 203) 
 
Prevocalic indefinite article a is also found in Bolton in the North-West 
(Shorrocks 1999: 45), in Peasmarsh in Sussex in the South-East (Lodge 1984) and 
across the South-West of England (Wagner 2004: 155). Shorrocks is one of few who 
mention how hiatus may be avoided in such contexts, when he claims ‘when /ë/ is 
used before a vowel/diphthong, a glottal stop may well be interposed between the 
two’ (1999: 45). Beyond the UK, Taylor (2003) finds a + vowel in written court 
transcripts of defendants in 1850s Sydney, Australia, Wolfram and Fasold (1974), 
Mufwene (2001) and Craig, Thompson, Washington and Potter (2003) mention it as 
a characteristic of AAVE and Labov (1972) finds it in New York. Watermeyer notes 
that for speakers of Afrikaans English in South Africa, ‘there is usually no distinction 
between a and an (a energetic class; a absolute miracle)’ (Watermeyer 1996: 118). Lass 
(1995: 104) suggests that while prevocalic a is restricted only to working class, 
especially Afrikaaner speakers, prevocalic [] is also found among middle class 
speakers in South Africa. Prevocalic [] is reported for Singaporean English by 
Fraser Gupta (personal communication).  
 
More detailed and systematic studies of this absence of allomorphy are few, 
with several originating in the psycholinguistic literature and experimental in nature 
rather than based on the more informal data collection methods typical of 
sociolinguistics (see Fox 2007 for more details). Healy and Sherrod (1994) tested, in 
an experimental task, whether article use is governed by a rule-based distinction 
sensitive only to the onset of the following word. In one experiment participants 
were presented visually with nouns and adjectives that began with either a 
consonant or vowel. They were then asked to select the form of the articles, both 
definite and indefinite, that they preferred to use with the visually presented words. 
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For the indefinite article, the participants chose a/an in accordance with the standard 
rule but for the definite article, 25% of the responses deviated from the normative 
rule. However, this figure included both instances of reduced vowels in pre-vocalic 
position and unreduced vowels in pre-consonantal position and no figures were 
provided that would enable the reader to disambiguate the two contexts.  Raymond, 
Fisher and Healy (2002), in another experiment, examined the factors influencing the 
production of articles, this time in tasks which did not involve exposing the 
participants to written stimuli. Each participant was asked to listen to words 
preceded by the possessive pronoun ‘his’ which they then had to replace with an 
article, either ‘the’ or ‘a’/‘an’, followed by the word they had heard with the 
possessive pronoun. For example, the participant might hear ‘his business’ and 
respond by saying ‘the business’. Results showed that indefinite article choice 
corresponded closely with the standard rule. For definite articles, however, 
particularly before vowels, production did not consistently follow the standard rule. 
For example, more than 40% of the responses before vowel initial words did not fit 
the standard rule of using an unreduced vowel in this context. Gaskell, Cox, Foley, 
Grieve and O’Brien (2003), investigating the use of prevocalic /∂i/ by children found 
that this form was only used in 34% of all relevant contexts by 8 year olds but that 
this rose to 61% among 10 year olds, suggesting that the allomorphy is picked up 
relatively late during language acquisition. We will return to matters of acquisition 
later. Todaka (1992) examined the use of prevocalic /∂ë/ in the TIMIT corpus7, 
finding it in around a quarter of all tokens. In cases where a reduced vowel was used 
in pre-vocalic position, Todaka noted significant variation among speakers based on 
age and dialect. Speakers from the South and New York City were shown to have 
the highest percentages of pre-vocalic /∂ë/. Age was also significant with no speaker 
over fifty years old pronouncing a prevocalic definite article with /∂ë/. The highest 
use of the definite article with /∂ë/ in pre-vocalic position was among speakers aged 
                                                 
7 The TIMIT corpus consists of digitalised recordings of 6300 sentences, 10 sentences each 
read by 630 speakers from eight different dialect regions of the United States (see Garofolo 
et al 1993). 
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20 -30, leaving Todaka to conclude that ‘there is a definite trend among the young 
that the general distinction, i.e. [∂ë] before consonants and [∂i…] before vowels, is 
becoming less obvious’ (Todaka 1992:43). Keating, Byrd, Flemming and Todaka 
(1994: 136-7)’s observations of Californian undergraduates suggest that ‘the norm 
seems to be [∂ë] before a consonant and [∂ë$] before a vowel’ and that there 
‘appears to be an ongoing change in a pronunciation norm’.  
 
We are aware of two variationist studies of allomorphy loss in the article 
system. Anderson et al (2004) investigated change in progress towards prevocalic 
/∂\/ in New Zealand English. They found around 20% of prevocalic definite article 
tokens realised as [∂\] and found that the change was being led by young non-
professional women and that it was most advanced preceding repeated head nouns, 
which contain stressed, front vowels. Ash and Myhill’s (1986) study investigated lack 
of allomorphy in the context of social network ties in Philadelphia. They found that 
African Americans who had little contact with Whites in Philadelphia realised 
prevocalic the as [∂\] 75% of the time compared to 30% among whites with 
considerable contact with African Americans. 
         
Varieties which avoid or have low levels of hiatus-breaking intrusive and 
linking [r], even though they are non-rhotic, are fairly widely reported, especially 
outside England. Foulkes’s (1997) variationist study of linking and intrusive [r] in 
Newcastle is an extremely important one, not only because it finds these forms to 
be much less categorical than had previously been assumed, but also for the 
somewhat unexpected social patterning of results. Linking [r], across apparent time, 
was found to be on the decrease in Newcastle and used more by middle class 
speakers (1997: 263). Intrusive [r] is rare in natural conversation and Foulkes found 
that even when the appropriate contexts occurred, it tended to be avoided (1997: 
264). When it was used in conversation, it was largely by working class speakers. In 
reading passage style, however, the use of intrusive [r] increased and was used much 
more by middle than working class speakers (1997: 266), though these findings were 
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based on just one sentence per speaker. Foulkes mentions that when linking and 
intrusive [r] are not used ‘in some cases…speakers insert a glottal stop’ (1997: 
262fn). 
 
In South African English (SAfEng), a glottal stop is also reported in place of /r/ 
(Bowerman 2004; Lass 1995). L1 varieties of South African English are said to ‘have a 
greater tendency to avoid /r/ sandhi by using a glottal stop than non-rhotic dialects’ 
(Lass, cited in Watermeyer 1996:7, see also Lass 1995: 103). Trudgill and Hannah 
(2002) give the example four o’clock [fò…(÷)ëklòk] confirming the use of glottal stop 
and agreeing that ‘very many varieties of SAfEng lack both intrusive r and linking r’. 
Hay and Sudbury (2005) report that linking /r/ was frequent (85%) but that intrusive 
/r/ was relatively infrequent (21%) in 19th century New Zealand English and in 
modern NZE, Bauer and Warren (2004) suggest that intrusive /r/ is (still) a minority 
option. Tay (1982: 138) claims that “linking r is hardly ever found” in non-rhotic 
Singaporean English (see also Trudgill and Hannah 2002) and adds ‘other forms of 
liaison were also noticeably absent…the absence of liaison is perhaps what gives the 
layman the impression that SgE is very ‘staccato’’.  
 
Low levels of linking [r] are also reported by Labov (1972: 13, 39) for New 
York African Americans and Cutler (1999: 431) has shown that lack of [r] was 
adopted by a white middle class teenager as a ‘crossing’ (Rampton 1995) strategy, as 
in (22): 
 
(22): Mike: yo, she still looks her age 
           [jo ßí stíl lúks  hë èídΩ]  (Cutler 1999:431) 
 
In the US South (where the definite article is also reported to be commonly 
pronounced with a reduced vowel in pre-vocalic position - see above) Thomas 
(2004: 317) reports that “linking r…has historically been absent for a large number 
of Southerners, though some speakers showed it, often variably. Intrusive linking r in 
other hiatus positions…is virtually unknown in the South” (see also Kurath and 
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McDavid 1961: 171-172, Maps 157-159; Trudgill and Hannah 2002). The literature 
on hiatus breaking after non-high vowels, therefore, suggests quite strongly that in 
many varieties, particularly those that have developed in circumstances of high levels 
of socio-cultural and language contact, glottal stops can either replace or co-vary 
with [r].  
 
Beyond Stene’s (1954) comprehensive work on sandhi phenomena, few 
other scholars have examined the allomorphy of unstressed function words from 
the perspective of hiatus resolution. A number of varieties of English, however, again 
those where language contact has been central to their development, have been 
examined from the perspective of changes from stress-timing to syllable timing and a 
general avoidance of ‘weak forms’. Most research in this regard has been carried out 
on New Zealand English (NZE), where it is particularly associated with speakers of 
Maori English (Benton 1966, Bauer 1995, Warren 1998, 1999, Warren and Britain 
1999)). Research by Helen Ainsworth and Janet Holmes has examined the use of 
‘full’ vowels where ‘reduced’ vowels might be expected in Maori and Pakeha NZE 
(Ainsworth 1993, Holmes and Ainsworth 1996, 1997, Holmes 1997) and found full 
vowels to be more frequently occurring in Maori than in Pakeha (=European) NZE, 
but also in more slow speech styles than in informal fast speech8.  
 
Crystal (1995: 176) argues that ‘World English’ shows evidence of syllable 
timing and proposes that it is due to English’s ‘contact with a range of languages of 
diverse structural types’. Evidence of this is found, he claims, in the Englishes of 
South Africa, India, and the Englishes of people of Italian and Hispanic ethnicity in the 
USA, as well as in English-lexicon pidgins and creoles. Tay’s work on Singaporean 
English supports this view. She maintains that “Weak forms are also strikingly absent 
in SgE” (1982: 138), adding, interestingly, that the only weak forms consistently 
realised as weak were the articles // and //. Similarly, Deterding reports an 
almost total absence of ‘weak’ forms and a syllable-based rhythm in Chinese English 
                                                 
8 This is also noted for the formal English of BBC newsreaders by Allerton (2000: 580). 
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(2006: 183). The ‘full’ forms reported for NZE and beyond, of course, can occur in 
preconsonantal positions as well as prevocalic, but none of the studies reported 
above appear to have investigated whether such full forms are more likely to occur 
in prevocalic contexts than elsewhere, nor reported how hiatus is resolved if such 
full forms trigger a -V#V- context.  
 
Generally, then, the hiatus resolution system of English appears to be 
extremely complex and variable. In Britain, especially, for example, /j w r n v/ can all 
act as hiatus breakers in different contexts9, and the complexity of this system 
triggers, in most places, following segment-sensitive allomorphy in the article system 
and among a set of frequently occurring small function words. Outside Britain, 
especially, we find evidence of a relatively more levelled system, notable within 
which is the presence, albeit variable in some places, of glottal stops as an all-
purpose hiatus breaker. We aim to consider now the extent to which South-Eastern 
England is undergoing such changes to its patterns of hiatus resolution. 
 
 
Hiatus resolution in the Fens 
 
In order to examine the extent to which vernacular varieties of English adhere to 
the complex traditional hiatus breaking system described by Stene (1954) and 
others, and presented above, we first analysed a corpus of data from the Fens in 
South-Eastern England. The Fens are located 150km north of London, and are an 
area of low-lying former marshland, reclaimed from the mid-17th century onwards, 
                                                 
9 In parts of the US, /l/ can also be used as a hiatus breaker after non-high vowels (Gick 
2002). This is not, as far as we are aware, found in England. However, the prevalence of /l/ 
vocalisation in Britain has, in some varieties but not all, triggered the use of a ‘linking /l/’ in 
prevocalic positions (e.g. [bbæk] ‘bottle bank’, and [blupn]/[bwupn] ‘bottle 
opener’) (but only in contexts of an etymological /l/) (see further Johnson and Britain 2007). 
Also, of course, intrusive /l/ is a stereotypical feature of the traditional variety of the West 
of England city of Bristol, but here it is not restricted to hiatus contexts.  
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separating East Anglia from the Midlands. In terms of demography, they are, in 
comparison with the rest of South-East England, very sparsely settled, and with an 
almost entirely White population (98.6% at the 2001 Census)10. We examined 
recordings of informal conversation from 10 adolescents (15-19) of British White 
ethnicity from the Fens, extracting the definite and indefinite articles, contexts 
where linking and intrusive [r j w] may occur, and small function words.  
 
Our results for the Fens show an almost totally intact traditional hiatus 
resolution system. The indefinite article was consistently a before consonants and an 
before vowels. There was a small amount of variation for the definite article, 
presented in Figure 1 below. 
 
Linking [r] was found between non-high vowels and a following vowel in 
95.6% of all relevant tokens (with [] accounting for the remainder), and intrusive [j] 
and [w] in all cases where a high vowel was followed by a vowel. Allomorphy 
sensitive to following segment is also almost categorical in the Fens data, as Table 1 
below exemplifies. These data show only small traces of incipient glottal stops being 
used to break hiatus. We now move 150km further south, to the East End of 






                                                 
10 This figure should not, however, be construed as suggesting the area is ethnically 
homogeneous. The Census of 2001 for the most part combined the populations claiming 
‘British White’, White Irish’ and ‘Other White’ ethnicities. The Fens are home to a sizeable 
Traveller community (claimed to be the largest ethnic minority group in Cambridgeshire, for 
example (http://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/community/travellers/ - accessed 22/05/2008)), 
as well as not insignificant populations of other White ethnic groups, especially from Poland 
and the other EU accession states of Eastern Europe.  
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Table 1: Allomorphy in small function words in the Fens 
 
Function word Preconsonantally Prevocalically 
   
OF [ë] 100% [ëv ~ âv] 100% 
TO [të] 100% [tu:] 100% 
 
YOU [jë] 95.2%  
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Hiatus resolution in London 
 
Our London corpus of data comes from the ‘traditional’ East End, an area which 
corresponds to the present-day Tower Hamlets, the inner London Borough directly 
to the east of the City of London. Traditionally, this area has been associated with 
the Cockney dialect of what was the predominantly White working class population 
but in the last fifty years or so, the area has undergone rapid social and economic 
change and is now one of great social and ethnic diversity.  
 
Over 55% of the population come from a large range of ethnic minority 
groups, with the largest single group being the Bangladeshis who represent 33.43% 
of the total population. The Bangladeshi community, however, is not spread evenly 
across the borough but tends to be situated in the neighbourhoods to the west and 
in some of these neighbourhoods the Bangladeshi population reaches 75-90% of the 
total. Another defining feature of the borough’s population is the high percentage of 
young people. The ‘under 16’ age group makes up 22.9% of the population 
(compared to 20.2% nationally) and of this total 38% are Bangladeshis. The ‘20-29’ 
category comprises 24.1% of the total population (compared to 12.6% nationally)11. 
Over 57% of all school-age pupils in Tower Hamlets come from Bangladeshi 
backgrounds and over 70% are from ethnic minority groups. The percentage of 
pupils who have English as an additional language is 65% compared to 8% of pupils 
nationally12.  
 
The data for this part of the analysis come from the recorded informal 
conversations of 39 adolescents, either born in Tower Hamlets or settled there 
before the age of three. They comprise 9 white British girls, 11 white British boys, 9 
                                                 
11 Source: Census 2001 
12 Borough Profile: www.towerhamlets.gov.uk (July 2004) 
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Bangladeshi boys and 2 boys of mixed race13. For the purpose of the analysis the 
mixed-race boys were included with the white British boys on the basis that they 
both lived with one white British parent and they were part of a largely white British 
friendship network.  
 
In addition, to provide a real-time comparison with today’s East End of 
London, we were able to examine transcripts from a study conducted by Sivertsen 
(1960) in Bethnal Green, also part of Tower Hamlets. These results show that the 
indefinite article was consistently a before consonants and an before vowels and 
similarly that the definite article was consistently [∂ë] before consonants and [∂í] or 
[∂i] before vowels at that time. The results from the present day study of Tower 
Hamlets show a very different picture.  
 
For the indefinite article, a is consistently used before consonants but there 
is variation in the use of a and an in prevocalic position. There were a total of 94 
tokens of the indefinite article in prevocalic position; the Bangladeshi boys produced 
27 tokens, the white British/Mixed race boys produced 47 tokens and the white 
British girls produced 20 tokens. The results are shown in Figure 2 below. The 
Bangladeshi boys are clearly the most frequent users of a in prevocalic position 
(76%) but the white British/Mixed race boys also display variation, using a before 
vowels 25% of the time. The girls show only a small amount of variation, the use of a 
before a vowel occurring in only one token out of a possible twenty (5%). In those 
cases where a occurs before a vowel, hiatus is resolved by inserting a glottal stop.  
 
The same pattern emerges with the definite article. Although [∂ë] occurs 
consistently before consonants, there is variation in the use of [∂ë] and [∂i] in 
 
                                                 
13 Fieldwork took place at a mixed-gender youth club and for cultural reasons, Bangladeshi 
girls are discouraged from social mixing in this context. Therefore, no data were sampled 
from this section of the population (see Fox 2007 for more details). 
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prevocalic position. There were a total of 312 tokens of definite article in prevocalic 
position; the Bangladeshi boys produced 100 tokens, the white British/Mixed race 
boys produced 132 tokens and the girls produced 80 tokens. The results are shown 
in Figure 3 below. Lack of allomorphy again occurs most frequently among the 
Bangladeshi boys who use [∂ë] prevocalically 81% of the time. Following the same 
pattern as the indefinite article, the white British/mixed race boys also show 
variation with the use of [∂ë] occurring in 35% of tokens. In all cases where [∂ë] is 
used before a vowel, hiatus is resolved by inserting a glottal stop. As before, though, 
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To a lesser degree, the same pattern emerges with the use of linking [r]. 
From a subset of 21 speakers, there were a total of 341 contexts where ‘r’ occurred 
word-finally after a non-high vowel and before a following vowel; 103 tokens 
produced by the Bangladeshi boys, 101 tokens produced by the white British/mixed 
race boys and 137 tokens produced by the girls. The results are shown in Table 2 
below: 
 
Table 2: Linking /r/ in Tower Hamlets 
 
White British girls   [®] 97% [÷] 3% 
 
White British/Mixed race boys [®] 94% [÷] 6% 
 
Bangladeshi boys    [®] 55% [÷] 45% 
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Among the Bangladeshi boys, the use of a glottal stop as the epenthetic 
consonant between the two vowels is a high figure of 45%. There is also a small 
amount of variation among both the white British/mixed race boys and the white 
girls. 
 
In function words there is also a degree of variation, particularly among the 
Bangladeshi boys, presented in Table 3 below. Furthermore, what is clear from the 
table is that the Bangladeshi boys show a general avoidance of the ‘weak forms’ in 
these function words, which seems to support the idea that the variety used by the 
Bangladeshi boys shows similarities with other varieties where language contact has 
been central to their development. The degree to which this pattern of use has been 
adopted by the white/mixed race adolescents in the study is much smaller but 
nevertheless, the pattern that emerges is the same as for the previous features 
analysed, with the boys showing more frequent use of the full forms than the girls. 
 
In other cases, where a high vowel was followed by a vowel, there was also 
variation in the epenthetic consonant selected to resolve hiatus, primarily among the 
Bangladeshi boys, as presented in Table 4 below.  
 
We were able, for the indefinite and definite articles, to examine the 
relationship between social network ties and the use of glottal stops to break hiatus 
among the adolescents studied in Tower Hamlets. The data collected for this 
project were the result of several months’ ethnographic participant observation and 
recording in a youth club (see Fox 2007) and consequently ongoing close friendships 
within the club could be observed. As a result of this ethnography, Fox developed a 
‘sociogram’ modelling the peer groups within the larger youth club setting which 
enabled her to identify any relationship between language use and friendship group 
membership. The advantage of this model is that it is able to graphically demonstrate 
how variants 
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Table 3: Allomorphy in small function words in Tower Hamlets, London. 
 
 Preconsonantally  Prevocalically 
 
OF   
White British girls [ë] 95%      [ëv ~ âv] 5% [ëv ~ âv] 100% 
White British/mixed race boys [ë] 94%      [ëv ~ âv] 6%  [ëv ~ âv] 100% 
Bangladeshi boys [ë] 39% [ëv ~ âv] 61% [ëv ~ âv] 100% 
 
TO   
White British girls [të] 100%  [tu…‚] 100% 
White British/mixed race boys [të] 98%      [tu…] 2% [tu…‚] 100% 
Bangladeshi boys [të] 27%     [tu…] 73% [tu…‚] 82%  [tu…$] 18% 
 
YOU   
White British girls [jë ~ já…] 89%  [ju…] 11% [ju…‚] 100% 
White British/mixed race boys [jë ~ já…] 88%  [ju…] 12% [ju…‚] 100% 
Bangladeshi boys [jë]        15%  [ju…] 85% [ju…‚] 100% 
 
 
of different variables are used differentially across the club’s membership, and how 
close friendships and connections between friendship groups may act as conduits for 
the diffusion of particular linguistic variants (see Fox 2007 for further details). Figure 
4 below shows the sociogram for the use of [ë] as a prevocalic indefinite article and 
Figure 5 for the use of [∂ë] as a prevocalic definite article. 
 
The Figures make it clear that it is the older Bangladeshi boys that lead in the 
use of [ë] and [∂ë] accompanied by glottal stops to break hiatus before following 
vowels, with younger Bangladeshi boys following closely behind. The younger White  
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Table 4: Hiatus resolution in V(+high)#V contexts in Tower Hamlets, 
London. 
 
V (+ high + front) # V: 
White British girls    [¡] 100% 
White British/mixed race boys  [¡] 96% [$] 4% 
Bangladeshi boys    [¡] 62% [$] 38% 
 
V (+ high + back) # V: 
White British girls   [‚] 100% 
White British/mixed race boys [‚] 100% 
Bangladeshi boys   [‚] 85% [$] 15% 
 
 
and Mixed raced boys and older White boys also show relatively significant levels of 
[ë] and [∂ë], though as the sociogram importantly shows, this is because their 
friendship groups maintain close links with others whose members use high levels of 
these forms too. The White girls rarely if at all use [ë] and [∂ë] in this way. Notice, 
though, that the sociograms point to the fact that they have no direct close 
connections with the Bangladeshis who use them most – the distribution patterns 
for this variable feature, therefore, are likely to be due to interaction levels between 
individuals and their friendship groups, rather than being essential characteristics of 
particular gender or ethnic groups. Importantly, very similarly patterned sociograms 
to these were found for several other linguistic variables that Fox studied, notably 
front and almost monophthongal realisations of the PRICE diphthong and close, also 
almost monophthongal realisations of the FACE diphthong (see Fox 2003, 2007 for 
further details). Close contact within the youth club setting, then, can be seen to be  
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Figure 4: Prevocalic [ë$] as an indefinite article among different friendship 
groups in the Tower Hamlets Youth Club (based on Fox 2007) 
 
Key: Each speaker is represented by a circle; circled groups of speakers represent 
small friendship groups; the lines between the friendship show intergroup 
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Figure 5: Prevocalic [∂ë$] as a definite article among different friendship 
groups in the Tower Hamlets Youth Club (based on Fox 2007) 
 
Key: Each speaker is represented by a circle; circled groups of speakers represent 
small friendship groups; the lines between the friendship show intergroup 






the route by which the use of these non-allomorphic forms is spreading from one 
group to another. 
 
The data presented clearly suggest robust variation in the hiatus resolution 
system in the English of this part of London. The Bangladeshi adolescents seem to 
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favour the use of glottal stop more than other speakers, but it is also being adopted 
by the adolescent White boys too. There is evidence that glottal stop use is 
widespread in inner London more generally. Recent research on the English of 
Hackney in London14 has found a parallel use of glottal stops for hiatus breaking, as 
is exemplified in Table 5 below. Although the glottals are used predominantly by 
members of London’s ethnic minority groups, as the Table shows, they are also 
found among White Anglo speakers.  
 
So whilst the rural Fens, with an overwhelmingly White population, have 
maintained the traditional, complex hiatus resolution system, multicultural London 
has witnessed the beginnings of its simplification and regularisation into a system that 
uses glottal stops to block hiatus and avoids ‘weak’ forms of function words. Further 
evidence that sociocultural contact seems implicated in these developments can be 
seen in the English of another community which has a substantial White but non- 
Anglo minority. Bedford, lying 65km to the south-west of the Fens and 90km north 
of London, has a large Italian minority which began to settle in the town in the early 
1950s to work in the local brick works (see Guzzo 2005, 2007). Early analysis of 
recordings of third generation Bedford Italian adolescents shows a significant use, 
predominantly by young men, of the very same hiatus avoiding forms as we found in 
Tower Hamlets and Hackney (see Guzzo, Britain and Fox, forthcoming). Examples 
can be seen in Table 6 below. 
 
Summary and discussion 
 
The traditional complex hiatus resolution system of British English is exemplified by 
our data from the Fens. Allomorphy is found in the definite article system, where 
the high front vowel of the prevocalic allomorph [∂i] facilitates a [j] glide to the  
 
                                                 
14 Kerswill, P., Cheshire, J., Fox, S. and Torgersen, E., Linguistic Innovators: the English of 
Adolescents in London, ESRC Award 000 -23 – 0680. 
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“like a animal” [laík ë ÷ ænímò…] Male Kuwaiti/Moroccan 
“the older lot” [∂ë ÷ úldë lâ÷]  Male Kuwait/Moroccan 
“do their own thing” [du… ∂èë ÷ ëún fíÑ] Male Kuwait/Moroccan 
“fifteen to sixteen” [fífti…n tu… síksti…n]  Male Black African 
“of your energy” [âv je ÷ ènëdΩi…]     Male Black African 
“used to go” [ju…s tu… gëú] Male Black Caribbean 
“their own hood” [∂èë ÷ ëún húd]      Male Black Caribbean 
“gonna end up” [gânë ÷ ènd äp]      Male White Anglo 
“my older sister” [má… ÷ úldë sístë] Female Moroccan 
“the African” [∂ë ÷ æfríkën]  Female Black Caribbean 
 
 
following vowel, in the indefinite article, where a relic [n] is inserted to block hiatus, 
and in a number of small function words, which either have a prevocalic allomorph  
ending in a high vowel which can then trigger a glide to the following vowel (as in 
‘to’: [të] before consonants, [tu] + [] before vowels) or have an allomorph which 
ends in a consonant to block hiatus (as in ‘of’, which is [ë] before consonants and 
[ëv] before vowels). Linking and intrusive [r] are usually triggered where a non-high 
vowel is found in prevocalic position, and [j] or [w] where the prevocalic vowel is 
high. In London (and in Bedford) this system appears to be breaking down and  
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Table 6: Use of glottal stops in hiatus contexts and “full” vowels in 
Bedford Italian English (Guzzo, Britain and Fox 2007). 
 
Example IPA transcription 
“hard to socialise” [há:d tu sëußëláíz] 
“her address” [h±: ÷ëd®ès] 
“cheaper in Italy” [tßi:pà ÷ín í÷ëli:] 
“River Island” [®ívë ÷áílënd] 
“my auntie” [mâ ÷á:n÷i:] 
“fifth of August” [fíf ë ÷ò:˛ëst] 
“going by aeroplane” [˛uín bá: ÷è:®ëplèín] 
“me and Kirsty” [mi: ÷æn k±:sti] 
“a apple” [ë ÷æp] 
“the other one” [∂ë ÷àvë wän] 
“gone to Leicester” [˛ân tu lèstà] 
 
 
regularised, however. Avoidance of ‘weak’ forms for function words means that 
allomorphy is less often resorted to generally, though the ‘full’ forms are beginning  
to adopt a glottal stop as a hiatus breaker instead of a glide. Typically preconsonantal 
forms of the articles are being used in prevocalic contexts, however, with a glottal 
stop again blocking hiatus. Glottal stops are also replacing [j] and [w] after high 
vowels and replacing [r] after non-high vowels.  
 
One might reasonably ask why it is a glottal stop that is being adopted to 
replace the many different forms of hiatus resolution traditionally found in British 
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English. Lombardi (2002), reviewing examples of epenthesis from a wide range of 
languages, has argued that glottal stops, as pharyngeals, have the least marked place 
of articulation for a consonant and hence are to be expected as epenthetic 
consonants (to break hiatus, for example) ‘all things being equal’ (2002: 246-7). 
Coronals, she argues, are ‘the next best choice’ of epenthetic consonant (2002: 223) 
and so will appear when ‘for some reason constraint conflict results in glottal stop 
being impossible’ (2002: 223). She continues: “glottal stop has the least marked 
place, but conflicting requirements may force the choice of slightly more marked, 
but still relatively unmarked Coronal…careful analysis shows that interacting facts 
about position, inventory, etc. in a given language can explain why the least marked 
… is not chosen” (2002: 246-7). English English, as we have seen, provides some 
evidence of coronals being used to resolve hiatus – /r/15 after non-high vowels, [n] 
after the indefinite article16 but both contexts are now keenly adopting the glottal 
stop to replace these historical artefact coronals, in our London data, in Bedford, as 
well as further afield in South Africa and Singapore, for example. Language and 
sociocultural contact is what seems to unite the locations undergoing a shift to  
glottal epenthesis to break hiatus17. 
                                                 
15 Admittedly, though, linking/intrusive /r/ could be actually realised as a non-coronal (e.g. as 
[]). Many thanks to Paul Foulkes for reminding us of this fact. 
16 But both of these forms are the result of historical relics from unrelated language changes: 
the loss of rhoticity in most of England for the emergence of intrusive and linking [r], and 
the inability of the indefinite article to follow thy/thine, my/mine and no/none to mark the 
distinction between pre-nominal and final/absolute respectively. 
17 Allerton (2000) provides some examples of glottal stops being used to break hiatus in the 
formal English of BBC news reporters (where language contact is not likely to account for 
their occurrence). In his conclusion he speculates whether there is a relationship between 
these glottal stops and those used, in more informal styles, to replace [t] in many varieties 
of British English. He goes on to wonder whether there will be ‘a massive increase in the 
frequency of the glottal stop’ (2000: 581) but suggests that it is unlikely because ‘the glottal 
stop as part of liaison phenomena is clearly limited to a relatively careful formal 
pronunciation’ (2000: 581). Our London and Bedford data clearly contradict this claim of 
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Lombardi (2002: 224) also addresses the possibility that glides may be 
epenthesised instead of glottals. She says that a ‘common approach is to epenthesise 
a glide that agrees in features with an adjacent vowel, often a high vowel. Assuming 
some kind of spreading or multiple correspondence, insertion of an agreeing glide 
may incur fewer markedness violations, so a language may choose this where 
possible – where a corresponding glide exists’ and adds ‘with non-high vowels, for 
most languages a corresponding glide does not exist, and glottal stop will be inserted 
instead’. Although this is not straightforwardly the case in our data, if we see this 
claim as a variable constraint rather than as a categorical statement, it shows notable 
parallels with the use of glottal stop in Tower Hamlets. Yes, some [j] and [w] glides 
are being replaced by glottal stops in London, but less so than are the strategies 
traditionally used to break hiatus following non-high vowels – linking and intrusive 
[r].  
 
Uffmann (2007a), whilst agreeing that glottal stops make good intrusive 
consonants, argues against approaches, like that of Lombardi, that suggest 
markedness can operate in a context-free way with respect to epenthesis. He 
proposed (2007a, b) that we need to distinguish between intrusion at word edges, 
on the one hand, and word-internally, on the other, with glottal stops being optimal 
epenthetic consonants at word edges because they provide a maximally steep 
sonority rise to the neighbouring sound. He considers (personal communication) 
that the emergence of the glottal stop as an all-purpose hiatus breaker in the Tower 
Hamlets data is perhaps symptomatic of a more deep-rooted change, namely the 
basic unit of prosodification changing from the phonological phrase to the word. 
                                                                                                                                           
formality for the glottal stop in hiatus breaking contexts. Stene (1954: 43) provides 
examples from an analysis of the radio speeches of King George V which show the use of 
glottal stops as hiatus breakers before stressed syllables (but not unstressed ones) in slow 
and careful speech. An empirical quantitative analysis of such speech would be highly 
interesting, given that some forms of RP are supposed to resist, for example, intrusive and 
linking [r] as hiatus breakers. 
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The use of glottal stops to break hiatus, then, could validly be seen as an 
example of the ‘emergence of the unmarked’ (McCarthy and Prince 1994)18. One 
place in which the emergence of the unmarked is most clearly visible, according to 
Gnanadesikan (1996, 2004) amongst others, is in child language where initially 
markedness takes precedence, but gradually declines in importance as the adult 
norm is acquired. As we will see, there are remarkable parallels between our 
London data and the published evidence on hiatus breaking among children. 
 
The London data suggested, as we saw earlier, that the shift towards glottal 
stops was contextually conditioned by linguistic factors. Glottal stops were used 
instead of article allomorphy in 75-80% of all possible cases; instead of linking [r] in 
45% of all cases and instead of the glides [j] and [w] in 15-38% of all cases. Why might 
this patterning occur? Why is glottal stop more likely for the articles than as a 
replacement for linking and intrusive [r], and why is it more likely there than as a 
replacement for the glides [w] and [j]? Interesting parallels with child language 
acquisition may help us understand this better. Newton and Wells (1999, 2002) 
investigated children’s use of linking [r], [j] and [w], as well as article allomorphy and 
found that children acquired the (traditional) adult system of hiatus resolution first in 
those contexts where glottal stops are replacing the traditional breakers in the 
London data least. Newton and Wells (2002) is a longitudinal study of a boy, CW, 
between the ages of 2;4 and 3;4. They show that ‘liaison with [j] occurs in CW’s 
speech right from the beginning of the study’ and, very importantly for our argument 
here, ‘where /j/ liaison is not reported to have occurred open juncture is produced, 
with a glottal stop inserted at the word boundary, for example, ‘he in’: [hin]’ (2002: 
286, our emphasis). Liaison with [r] – intrusive or linking – however, is variably 
acquired later by CW, from around his 3rd birthday, and again, glottal stop is 
                                                 
18 See also Johnson and Britain (2007) for another example of the ‘emergence of the 
unmarked’, exemplified by data from non-standard varieties of English from Southern 
England. 
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inserted if [r] is not present (2002: 288). They argue that [j] and [w] may be 
produced for ‘”low level” phonetic reasons’ (like Heselwood 2006: 80, see above), 
since one of the simplest ways of getting from a high vowel to a following vowel is 
via a glide, leading them to reject accounts (such as those of Broadbent 1991 and 
Gick 1999) which suggest [r] can be seen as being in the same group of glides as [j] 
and [w]. If this were so, they argue, ‘one would expect to observe /r/ appearing at 
around the same time as the other types of liaison. In fact, it does not; it emerges 
later’ and that this unified view of glides ‘is not born out by the developmental data’ 
(2002: 292). Our London data confirm Newton and Wells’ (2002) and Heselwood’s 
(2006) scepticism about the possibility that [r] behaves as a glide just like [j] and [w], 
since the adolescents in our study are more resistant to using a glottal stop to 
replace the glides [w] and [j] than they are to replace [r].  
 
Newton and Wells in an earlier paper in 1999 consider [j w r] as hiatus breakers 
along with the adoption of article allomorphy among 94 children aged 3-7 years in 
the Western English city of Hereford. In this study of older children, they find that: 
 
? [r] as a hiatus breaker is consistently produced less than [w] and [j] as 
breakers from the age of 3 right through to the age of 7 (1999: 73); 
? Allomorphy in the definite and especially the indefinite articles is acquired 
really quite late. Allomorphy in the definite article does not reach an average 
of 75% of all examples until the children are aged 5, and for indefinite articles 
not until they are 6 years old; 
? Before the adult forms are acquired, glottal stops are used to break hiatus. 
 
We can see, therefore, that Newton and Wells’ results neatly parallel our own 
from Tower Hamlets – the later the ‘adult’ forms are acquired among children, the 
more likely glottal stops will be used (instead of traditional adult forms) to resolve 
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Table 7: Parallelism between children’s acquisition of adult hiatus 
breakers (based on Newton and Wells (1999, 2002)) and adolescents’ 
adoption of new hiatus breakers in Tower Hamlets. 
 
 RETAIN [÷] 
LONGEST- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  LEAST 






Adolescents in East 













MOST - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  LEAST 






In this paper, we have been able to demonstrate that the well-established yet highly 
complex hiatus breaking system of British English is beginning to undergo radical 
reorganisation. In a number of communities witnessing language and sociocultural 
contact – Tower Hamlets and Hackney in London and Bedford in the East Midlands 
- glottal stops are beginning to replace the traditional paradigm of hiatus breakers. A 
widespread vernacular system once dominant in England appears to be undergoing 
changes that have already affected other contact-influenced Englishes, such as those 
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of Singapore, South Africa and New Zealand. That it is the glottal stop taking on this 
role is perhaps not surprising – phonologists have argued that it is the least marked 
epenthetic consonant, and have shown that it is the default form in children’s English 
until adult forms are acquired. Just as the shift from the unmarked, on the one hand, 
to a faithfulness to the adult norm, on the other, is linguistically conditioned, so, in 
exactly the same way, is the adoption of the glottal stop as a replacement for the 
complex hiatus breaking system among London’s adolescents, suggesting an orderly 
heterogeneity in the move towards a feature of the type that Chambers labels a 
‘vernacular universal’. It is found in child and adult varieties, both in countries where 
English has long been the dominant and first language, as well as those where it is a 
relatively recent arrival, or a second or additional language. Contact is the factor 
that unites those varieties which are undergoing these changes first and most 
enthusiastically. Rather than being a disruptor of ‘vernacular universals’, therefore, 
contact may well be crucial to the very emergence of widely distributed non-
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